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Large-Deformation Behavior of Honeycomb-
Structured Polymer Sheets as a Function of
Polar Angle
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To construct the structure/property relationships of patterned polymer architectures depend-
ing on symmetry, the large-deformation behavior of 2D HSPS with respect to the polar angle
was studied. Holes aligned along the HSPS apexweremore effective in decreasing tensile force
and reducing stress concentration than those located
along the plane. On varying the polar angle from 0 to
308, the tensile force fluctuated up and down like an
undamped negative sinusoidal wave with a wavelength
of 158. Additionally, molecular orientations of HSPS were
monitored in situ. By comparing experimental measure-
ments with computer simulations, it was concluded that
the tensile force depends on the number of holes as well
as the orientation of the axes of the honeycomb struc-
ture.
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Introduction

Even though many mechanical properties of polymers,

including elastic modulus, toughness, and strength, have

been intensively studied, the deformation behaviors of the

patterned polymeric materials especially under the large

deformations remain as significant scientific challenges.[1]

The mechanical deformation of the periodically patterned

polymer structure is of scientific interest and also relevant

in practical applications,[2–8] such as in smart mem-

branes,[9] in tunable photonic/phononic crystals,[10] in

adjustable microlens and in porous templates for cell

culture.[11–16]

Up to now, the patterned structures from one (1D) to

three dimensions (3D) can be fabricated in the different

length scales[17–19] by supramolecular chemistry,[20,21] self-

assembly of block copolymers (BCP),[22,23] breath figure (BF)
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method,[24] and lithographic techniques.[25] Of these

fabrication methods, the self-assembly of BCP is a promis-

ingway to achieve the periodic pattern in the range of 10 to

100nm,[26] which depends on the molecular structure,

molecular weight and volume ratio of each block. BF seems

to be the most promising method to fabricate 2D periodic

patterns in the size range from 50nm to 20mm. Solution

casting under a high humidity can lead to the periodic

structures consistingof spheres, columns, or lamellae.[27–29]

Although the self-assembly techniques can provide rapid

routes to form the periodically patterned structures from

nanometer to micrometer length scales, it is extremely

difficult to avoid the formation of defects without any

external forces and confinements.[30] An alternative

fabrication method to minimize defects during fabrication

is the lithographic technique (top-downmethod).However,

the lithographic techniques are complicated and tedious

compared to self-assembly (bottom-up method).[31]

Recently, there have been many attempts to fabricate

defect-free patterned structures by combining top-down

and bottom-up methods.

Owing to their unique deformation properties and

potential applications, the mechanical deformations of

the periodically patterned structures at different dimen-

sions and length scales have attracted a lot of scientists and

engineers.[32] The mechanical deformations of the self-

assembled BCP were studied by small-angle X-ray scatter-

ing (SAXS) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM)

combined with cross-polarized optical microscopy

(POM).[33,34] Using the elastic compliance tensor, the small

deformation behaviors of the patterned BCPs were

explained. Furthermore, SAXS results provided the micro-

scopic information on the evolution of the microdomain

morphology.[35,36] However, there were limitations at the

large deformations in describing the deformation of

microstructures even though they recognized several

important features at the small deformations. Utilizing

TEM combinedwith SAXS, the large deformation behaviors

of BCP thermoplastic elastomers were also studied.[37,38]

From this, it was concluded that kinking and faulting was

observed during mechanical deformations.

The investigation of the mechanical deformation of the

patterned polymeric materials is hindered because of the

existence of defects. Furthermore, the correlation between

the mechanical property and the deformed morphology is

quite limited since it is difficult to match the deformation

direction to the symmetrical axes of the patterned

structures. In this research, alternative ways were used

for investigating the large deformations. 2D honeycomb-

structured polymer sheets (HSPS) were prepared in an

acrylonitrile butadiene rubber (NBR) which can be

deformed more than 300% elongation without breaking.

The honeycomb features had a length scale in the range of

millimeters. The honeycomb structure was chosen in this
www.MaterialsViews.com
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research because of the high interests in its potential

applications in electronics, photonics, biotechnology, and

material technology. Simple tensile tests were conducted

with respect to the deformation directions and the number

of holes, and their results were compared with those of

finite element analysis (FEA). Additionally, the molecular

orientations at different locations were investigated using

cross-polarized films. It was concluded that the tensile

forces at the large deformations depend not only on the

number of holes but also on the relative orientation of the

honeycombstructure. The structure/property relationships

of HSPS can be applied to the design of patterned polymer

architectures with specific properties.
Experimental Part

Materials

NBR (Kumho PetroleumChemical Co., Korea) that can be deformed

morethan300%elongationwithoutacatastrophic failurewasused

to fabricate the HSPS. The chosen NBR contained 34wt.-%

acrylonitrile and its Mooney viscosity was 41 (ML1þ4 at 100 8C).
ZnO (Hanil Co., Korea) and stearic acid (S/A) (Pyungwha Co., Korea)

were also applied as vulcanization activators. Additionally, tert-

butyl-2-benzothiazylsulfenamide (TBBS, Bayer Co., Belgium) and

sulfur (Seikwang Co., Korea) were added as vulcanization accel-

erator and curing agent, respectively.[39] The compound formula-

tion typically used in the industry (ASTM D3182 and D3184) was

chosen. A transparent polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS, Dow Corning,

Sylgard 184) prepared by thermal crosslinking was selected as the

material instead of NBR for the observation of birefringence under

cross-polarized films. After degassing the PDMS mixture (with

10wt.-% crosslinker) for 1 h, themixturewas thermally crosslinked

at 65 8C for 12h.
Sample Preparation

The formulated NBR was prepared by mixing ingredients in the

ratio of NBR¼ 100 phr, ZnO¼5 phr, S/A¼1 phr, TBBS¼1 phr and

S¼ 2 phr.[39] The formulated NBR was homogeneously mixed for

15min using a two-roll mill (Mixing roll M/C DS-1500R, roll

diameter¼ 12 in) at 15.3 rpm.TheNBRmixturewas furtherdriedat

ambient condition for 1 h. Utilizing an oscillation disk rheometer

(ODR-2000, Alpha technology), the optimized vulcanization time

was estimated to be 20.6min. Under the optimized vulcanization

conditions, NBR sheets were fabricated using a compression press

device (CMV50H-15-CLPX, CARVER). The thicknesses of NBR sheets

were controlled to be in the range of 0.5 to 2mmby applyingmetal

spacers between two compression plates. NBR sheets with a

uniform thickness to within 0.01mm were prepared with

dimensions of 72� 92�1mm3, as illustrated in Figure 1b.

As shown in Figure 1a, the dumbbell-shaped specimenwas also

prepared according to the procedure described in ASTM D412 to

evaluate the edge effects of rectangular-shaped samples. In the

rectangular-shaped samples, the shaded areas (72�10mm2) were

the sample holding areas during the tensile test. To describe the
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Figure 1. Schematic illustration of specimens: (a) ASTM D412 dumbbell-shaped specimen and rectangular specimen (b) without holes,
(c) with 1 hole, (d, f) with 3 holes, (e, g) with 5 holes, (h, i) with 7 holes, and (j, k) with 19 holes. Figure 1d and f have three holes on the
transverse direction (x-axis) of HSPS with 08 polar angle (Figure 1j) and on the machinery direction (y-axis) of HSPS with 308 polar angle
(Figure 1k), respectively. Figure 1e and g have five holes on the transverse direction (x-axis) of HSPSwith 308 polar angle (Figure 1k) and on the
machinery direction (y-axis) of HSPS with 08 polar angle (Figure 1j), respectively. Figure 1h and i are HSPS with seven holes corresponding to
Figure 1j (08 polar angle) and 2k (308 polar angle), respectively.
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sample geometry and the honeycomb structure, two different

Cartesian coordinators were applied in this study. One was for the

rectangular-shaped sample (x, y, z) and the other was for the 2D

honeycomb structure (a, b). The x-axis and y-axis were the

transverse and machinery directions, respectively, while the

z-axis stands for the sample thickness. The rectangular samples

were stretched along the y-axis (machinery direction) so that the

stretched length variation of y-axis indicates the elongation of

sample.Because the structure in the rectangular samplewas the2D

honeycomb structure, the a-axis was identical to the b-axis and

r-angle was 608. As illustrated in Figure 1j, the polar angle was

defined as the angle between y-axis (machinery direction) and

a-axis. When the polar angle was 08 (Figure 1j), the machinery

direction (y-axis) was parallel to the apex of honeycomb structure

(a-axis), while the polar angle¼ 08 means that the machinery
Macromol. Chem. Phys. 2
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direction was parallel to the face of honeycomb structure ([11]-

direction). Note that the xyz Cartesian coordinate does not change

even though the honeycomb structure was rotated from 0

(Figure 1j) to 308 (Figure 1k). The 2D HSPS consisted of 19 holes

withadiameter (D) of 6mm.Thedistance (L) betweenthecentersof

neighboring 6 holeswas 12mm, as illustrated in Figure 1j. To study

the effect of mechanical properties depending on the number of

holes, the rectangular samples with holes from 1 to 7 were also

prepared, as shown in Figure 1c–i. Circular holes in the 2D HSPS

werecreatedbyacompressionpuncher.Specialattentionshouldbe

paid to minimize the creation of defects during the punching

process. Additionally, squaremesheswith a unit cell dimension of

3�3mm2 were drawn on the in-plane (xy-plane) surface of the

rectangular samples for the in situ investigation of local deforma-

tions and stress concentrations during mechanical deformation.
011, 212, 896–904
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Moreover, to identify the molecular orientations at specific

locations during the mechanical deformation, the birefringence

of PDMS HSPS was monitored with respect to the polar angle.
Figure 2. Tensile force and stress with respect to tensile strain of
ASTM D412 dumbbell-shaped specimen and rectangular speci-
men without any hole.
Mechanical Deformations of HSPS

Utilizing a tensile tester equipped with an extensometer (Long

Travel Extensometer, LLOYD Instruments) with a 5 kN load cell,

tensile testswere performed at a cross-head speedof 50mms�1. To

secure the sample holding, laboratory-designed T-shaped grips

were used to stretch the rectangular specimens. The molecular

orientationsat specific locationsof thePDMSHSPSweremonitored.

Here, the polarizing axes were aligned to be parallel and

perpendicular to the machinery direction. A white backlight was

irradiated through the cross-polarized films and the PDMS HSPS,

and the birefringence was recorded using a digital camera

(COOLPIX S6, Nikon). Note that since the mechanical failure of

the PDMSHSPS occurs above the 25% elongation, the tensile stress

of the PDMSHSPSwasobtained at the20%elongationand its result

was compared with that of NBR HSPS at 80% elongation. Since the

mechanical deformationabove10%elongationwasconsideredasa

large deformation,[1] this comparison should be acceptable and the

results were did not differ much.
Computer Simulation

FEA computer simulation was performed based on the experi-

mental properties of NBR (Young’s Modulus¼ 11.6MPa, Poisson

ratio¼0.4993) utilizingAbaqusversion6.7. 3D shell elementswith

four-node bilinear plain strain was applied for the calculation. The

total numbers of elements were in the range of 9 000–9200.
Results and Discussion

Tensile Properties of Rectangular Specimen as a
Function of the Number of Holes

Before investigating themechanical deformation behavior

of 2D HSPS, the intrinsic mechanical properties of the NBR

matrix are evaluated by a tensile tester. Both tensile forces

and stresses of the dumbbell-shaped specimen (ASTM

D412,[40,41] Figure 1a) and the rectangular specimen with-

out any holes (Figure 1b) are represented in Figure 2. As

expected, the tensile force of the rectangular specimen

without any hole is higher in all strain regions than that of

the dumbbell-shaped specimen, while its ultimate tensile

strain is lower than that of the dumbbell-shaped specimen.

This result should originate from the local stress concen-

trations as well as the geometric differences and the edge

effects of the rectangular specimen. This explanationcanbe

further supported by the fact that the tensile stress of the

rectangular specimen is higher than that of the dumbbell-

shapedspecimen. Thepurposeof this research is toevaluate

and understand the mechanical deformation properties of
www.MaterialsViews.com
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the 2DHSPS containing artificial defects (holes) arranged in

a honeycomb symmetry. In this system, it is complicate to

use the tensile stress, since the cross-sectional area of 2D

HSPS is changed with the polar angles and the number of

holes. Therefore, the tensile force will be used in the

following discussion rather than the tensile stress and its

value is compared with that of the rectangular specimen

without any hole.

To construct the structure/property relationships of the

patterned polymer architecture depending on the symme-

try, themechanical properties of the rectangular specimens

with different numbers of holes (n) are first investigated.

The tensile forces with respect to the strains of the

rectangular specimen (schematically illustrated in

Figure 1) with holes from 0 to 19 are shown in Figure 3a

and their tensile forces at the 80% elongation are also

summarized in Figure 3b. It is realized that Young’s

modulus of the rectangular specimen does not depend on

thenumber of holes. This result confirms that the structural

defects do not much affect the mechanical properties at

small deformations. However, by increasing the number of

holes in the rectangular specimen, the tensile forces at 80%

elongation (a large deformation) decrease exponentially

from57.4 (n¼ 0) to 48MPa (n¼ 7) andgradually level down

to 46MPa (n¼ 19), as shown in Figure 3b. Here, we have to

emphasize the experimental observation that the holes

arranged along themachinery direction (y-axis on Figure 1f

and g) aremore effective to decrease the tensile forces than

the holes punched perpendicular to the machinery direc-

tion (parallel to the transverse direction, x-axis). This result

can be explained by the edge effect. When the holes are

arranged along the transverse direction (Figure 1d and e),

the stresses are mainly concentrated on the transverse

direction, which leads to a higher edge effect than the cases
011, 212, 896–904
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Figure 4. Photographs of rectangular specimen at 80% elongation: (a
holes, and (f, g) with seven holes. Figure 5b and d have three holes on t
and on the machinery direction (y-axis) of HSPS with 308 polar ang
transverse direction (x-axis) of HSPS with 308 polar angle (Figure 1k)
(Figure 1j), respectively. Figure 5f and g are HSPS with seven holes c

Figure 3. (a) Tensile force/strain curve of rectangular specimen for
0 to 19 holes, and (b) tensile force of rectangular specimen as a
function of the number of holes from 0 to 19 holes.
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(Figure 1f and g) of holes punched along the machinery

direction. Thismeans that the higher tensile force is needed

to push the sample along the transverse direction for the

sample with holes along the transverse direction. Another

plausible explanation can be found from the cooperative

deformation of holes, which will be discussed in Figure 4.

Stress concentration and distribution on the rectangular

specimen with n¼ 1 to n¼ 7 holes are monitored and the

photographsof the rectangular specimenat80%elongation

are shown in Figure 4a–g, respectively. Before the

mechanical deformation, the square meshes with a unit

cell dimension of 3� 3mm2 are additionally drawn on the

in-plane (xy-plane) surface of the rectangular samples for

the in situ investigations of the local deformations and the

stress concentrations. When the rectangular specimens

with the holes along the transverse direction are elongated,

the circular holes are stretched along the machinery

direction and simultaneously squeezed along the trans-

verse direction, as shown in Figure 4b and c. By increasing

the number of holes along the transverse direction, the

tensile forces at 80% elongation decrease, as already

discussed in Figure 3, and the aspect ratios of the deformed

holes decrease as moving out of the center. Therefore, the

stress is concentrated most at the side edge of the central

holes (Figure 4b and c) and only the central holes keep the

C2v symmetry and the last of them show the C2 symmetry

due to the asymmetrically elongated conditions. Similar

phenomena can be observed when rectangular specimens

with the holes along the transverse direction are stretched

(Figure 4d and e). It is worthmentioning that the deformed

holes located up and down from the central hole exhibit C2
symmetry but have a mirror plane along the machinery

direction rather than the transverse direction, and that the

central holes are not deformed as much as those of the

rectangular specimen with holes along the machinery

direction,whichshouldbe relatedwith the results of tensile

forces represented in Figure 3b. In order to study the
) with one hole at the center, (b, d) with three holes, (c, e) with five
he transverse direction (x-axis) of HSPS with 08 polar angle (Figure 1j)
le (Figure 1k), respectively. Figure 5c and e have five holes on the
and on the machinery direction (y-axis) of HSPS with 08 polar angle
orresponding to Figure 1j and k, respectively.
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cooperative contributions of stress concentrations, seven

holes are first punched in the honeycomb structure on the

rectangular specimen and they are stretched up to 80%

elongation along the 0 and 308 polar angles, as shown in

Figure 4f and g, respectively. As shown in Figure 4a–e, the

shapes of the stretched holes are different compared with

thoseof thecentralones, eventhoughtheir symmetry isC2v.

This result indicates that the stress around the central hole

is affected by the neighboring holes located not only on the

x- and y-axes but also on the quadrant planes. It is also

recognized that the stress concentrations around the

central holes decrease as increasing the number of holes

and this decrease is more effective when the holes are

arranged along the machinery direction (Figure 4). The

deformed square meshes drawn on the in-plane (xy-plane)

surface of the rectangular samples clearly demonstrate the

stress distributions at the 80% elongation, as shown in

Figure 4a–g.
Figure 5. (a) Tensile forces and (b) their corresponding in-plane
surface areas of NBR HSPS with 19 holes at 80% elongation as a
function of the polar angle from 0 to 308.
Tensile Properties of HSPS as a Function of
Polar Angle

To investigate the cooperative contribution of the stress

concentration and to construct the structure/property

relationships of the patterned polymer architecture

depending on the symmetry, the rectangular specimens

with seven holes punched in the honeycomb structure are

first studied, as shown in Figure 4f and g. However, the

rectangular specimens with seven holes at the first round

honeycomb structure are fairly limited to extract the data

for this study so that the rectangular specimens with 19

holes up to the second round honeycomb structure are

prepared and mechanically deformed. Figure 5a and b

represent the tensile forces and their corresponding in-

plane surface areas of NBR HSPS with 19 holes at 80%

elongation as a function of the polar angle. Figure 5a clearly

demonstrates that upon varying the polar angle from 0 to

308, the tensile forces fluctuate up and down like an

undamped negative sinusoidal wavewith awavelength of

158 in the polar angle. This result should come from the

combined reasons, such as symmetry, edge effect, and
Figure 6. Photographs of NBR HSPS with 19 holes at 80% elongation
(g) 308.

www.MaterialsViews.com
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stress concentration. In the aspect of symmetry, this result

can be explained by the fact that the symmetric HSPS

structure (polar angle¼ 0 and 308) can be elongated with a

lower tensile force compared with the asymmetric one
by changing polar angles: (a) 0, (b) 5, (c) 10, (d) 15, (e) 20, (f) 25, and
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(polar angle¼ 10 and 258). Furthermore, it is also realized

that the holes aligned along the machinery direction is

more effective to decrease the tensile force at 80%

elongation than the holes located along the transverse

direction, which is well matchedwith the results extracted

from Figure 3 and 4. In Figure 5a, the tensile force is used

rather than the tensile stress because the cross-section area

of HSPS with respect to the polar angle is continually

changed during the tensile test. However, the tensile forces

according to thedifferent polar angles could be relatedwith

the in-plane surface areas which can be easily monitored

during the tensile tests. Here, the in-plane surface area at

the 80% elongation is measured by considering the NBR

part. Similar to the tensile forces, the in-plane surface area

of the deformed HSPS at the 80% elongation also undulates

with the 158 wavelength of polar angle, but like an

undamped positive sinusoidal wave. This result confirms

that the holes stretched along the asymmetric axis (polar

angle¼ 10and258) aredeformedmore than those stretched

along thesymmetric axis (polarangle¼ 0and308). Basedon
the simple tensile test of HSPS with respect to the polar

angle, it can be concluded that the holes aligned along the

apex of honeycomb structure in HSPS are more effective to

decrease the tensile force than those locatedalong theplane

of honeycomb structure.

Upon stretching HSPS along the different polar angles

from 0 to 308, the stress concentration and distribution of

HSPS with 19 holes are also monitored and their photo-

graphs at the 80% elongation are represented in Figure 6a–

g, respectively. Thedeformedsquaremeshes, exhibiting the

local deformations and stress concentrations, are surpris-

ingly well matched with the computer-simulated results

for thedeformedhexagonal structureofdiblockcopolymers

in the nanometer length scale.[42–44] This resultmeans that,

even though this research looking for the correlation

between the mechanical property and the deformed

morphology of the patterned polymer structure cannot

provide quantitative values in the different length scale,

this research can provide the intuitive experimental

pictures for the construction of the structure/property

relationships of the patterned polymer architecture

depending on the symmetry. As expected, the central holes
Figure 7. Photographs of PDMS HSPS with 19 holes at 20% elongation
(g) 308.
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in the symmetrically stretched HSPS (polar angle¼ 0 and

308) retain the C2v symmetry, while other holes including

the central holes in the asymmetrically stretched HSPS

(polar angle¼ 5, 10, 15, 20, and 258) lose the mirror and

rotational symmetries. It isworthnoting that the deformed

five holes on the transverse direction at the polar

angle¼ 308 shown in Figure 6g are quite different from

those represented in Figure 4c. The central hole in Figure 4c

is elongated most while the stress in Figure 6g is

concentrated most on the side edge of the holes which

are located at the edge inHSPS. This difference should come

from the holes out of the transverse direction, which

delocalizes the stress concentration at the center. This

explanation is also supported by the observation that the

stress is concentrated most on the holes having the least

number of neighboring holes, as shown in Figure 6a–g.

Therefore, it is realized that the introduction of defects

around the stress concentrated position is quite effective in

releasing the stress.

NBRmolecules at the highly stretched regions should be

aligned along the machinery direction and show the

anisotropic birefringence. Anisotropic molecular arrange-

ments can be evaluated by the structure-sensitive scatter-

ing techniques and polarized optical microscopy. However,

NBR HSPS are too thick to obtain X-ray scattering patterns,

and opticalmicroscopy is not suitable forNBR. Therefore, in

order to monitor molecular orientations in HSPS, PDMS

HSPSsamplesarepreparedas the identicalgeometryofNBR

HSPS and deformed between the cross-polarized films.

Figure 7a–g represent the photographs of PDMS HSPS with

19 holes at 20% elongation while changing the polar angle

from0 to 308. In general, when PDMSmolecules are aligned

parallel to the machinery direction (y-axis, the polarizer

direction), to the transverse direction (x-axis, the analyzer

direction) or to the HSPS normal direction (z-axis, the light

propagation direction), the bright state can be obtained on

the photographs of the stretched PDMS HSPS, as shown in

Figure 7a–g. Among three possibilities, the molecular

orientation along the machinery direction (y-axis, the

stretched direction) is the most probable situation to show

birefringence in this system. In Figure 7a–g, the degree of

PDMS molecular orientation depending on the different
by changing polar angles: (a) 0, (b) 5, (c) 10, (d) 15, (e) 20, (f) 25, and
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Figure 8. FEA computer simulated HSPS images at 80% elongation: (a) 0, (b) 5, (c) 10, (d) 15, (e) 20, (f) 25, and (g) 308.
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location is shown as the intensity of penetrated light. The

distributionof penetrated light and its intensity (Figure6a–

g) are well matched with the results obtained from NBR

HSPS (Figure7a–g). Fromthis result, it canbeconcluded that

NBR molecules are anisotropically oriented along the

stretched direction at the stress concentrated region.

Computer-simulated HSPS images at the 80% elongation

are also obtained by using FEA techniques and their results

with respect to the polar angle from 0 to 308 are shown in

Figure 8a–g. Again, the calculated stress distributions and

the deformed HSPS morphologies (Figure 8a–g) agree well

with the experimental data (Figure 6a–g).
Conclusion

Mechanical properties of 2D HSPS are studies with respect

to the polar angle of the honeycomb structure in order to

construct the structure/property relationships of the

patterned polymer architecture depending on the symme-

try. The holes aligned along the apex of honeycomb

structure are more effective to decrease the tensile force

than those located along the plane. Upon varying the polar

angle from0to308, the tensile forcefluctuatesupanddown

like an undamped negative sinusoidal wave with a

wavelength of 158 in the polar angle. The in-plane surface

areaof thedeformedHSPSat80%elongationalsoundulates

with a wavelength of 158 in the polar angle, but like an

undamped positive sinusoidal wave. Stress concentrations

as stretching HSPS along the polar angle from 0 to 308 are
also monitored by the deformed meshes drawn on the in-

plane surface, which results are well matched with those

of FEA computer simulation. Furthermore, the polymer

molecular orientations at specific locations of HSPS are

investigated by the in situ change of birefringence under

cross-polarized films. It is also recognized that the stress

concentration around the central hole decreases with the

number of holes and this decrease is more effective when

theholes arearrangedalong themachinerydirection.Based

on experimental results combined with computer simula-

tions, it is concluded that the tensile force of HSPS does

depend on the number of holes as well as the symmetry of

the honeycomb structure. This results can give insight
www.MaterialsViews.com
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information for tunable smart materials which can be

applied in the fields of the optoelectronic devices and

biochemical sensors.
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